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ABSTRACT

Medical imaging research depends basically on the availability of large image collections, image processing and
analysis algorithms, hardware and a multidisciplinary research team. It has to be reproducible, free of errors,
fast, accessible through a large variety of devices spread around research centers and conducted simultaneously
by a multidisciplinary team. Therefore, we propose a collaborative research environment, named Adessowiki,
where tools and datasets are integrated and readily available in the Internet through a web browser. Moreover,
processing history and all intermediate results are stored and displayed in automatic generated web pages for
each object in the research project or clinical study. It requires no installation or configuration from the client
side and offers centralized tools and specialized hardware resources, since processing takes place in the cloud.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Medical imaging computation usually consists of batch processing large datasets using pre-existent scripts and
analysis and measurements using interactive tools. Such scenario presents several drawbacks. In the batch
processing step, it is very difficult to access the quality of intermediate results, hard to check if the parameters
used were adequate for that dataset and the file management must be done manually. After the interactive
analysis step, it is usually impossible to retrieve the sequence of operations performed interactively and very
hard to check for errors, when a suspect value appears in the analysis. Additionally, some problems arise
from the fact that through all steps, spreadsheets and intermediate results have to move from one computer
(environment) to another, and often have to be converted from one format to another.

With the recent advances in Internet connections, web interactivity tools such as HTML5 and cloud computing
infrastructure, there is an increasing number of medical and neuroimaging web-based projects. The great majority
of such projects aims to manage, visualize and share medical data.1–7 Only a few platforms are intended to
perform image processing and analysis.8–10 The advantages of a web-based analysis, processing and visualization
software are its independence of operating systems, the fact that it is not limited to the processing power and
storage of the workstation and it is readily accessible from wherever the Internet is available.

Following this tendency of web-based tools, and having in mind the limitations of traditional medical imaging
research scenario, our goal is to develop a collaborative web environment for writing text and medical image
processing programs that promotes multiple researchers to exchange scientific results along with the algorithms
implementation sharing specialized computational resources.

2. METHODS

The proposed environment for medical imaging research is composed by three main elements: 1) a platform
called Adessowiki, that hosts the research projects and offers all the convenience of a web-based platform; 2) a
repository of basic algorithms, from image processing to pattern recognition, grouped as toolboxes; and 3) the
developed pipeline for each specific research project, i.e., specific applications.
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2.1 Adessowiki platform

The proposed platform, called Adessowiki,11 combines literate programming,12 collaborative development and
Web 2.013 easiness. It relies heavily on the Internet and its clouds for creation, validation and dissemination
of scientific knowledge. Adessowiki is a kind of executable wiki, where the programming code that runs in the
server are embedded in the text. These code fragments are executed in a sandbox, with pre-configured hardware
and software. Therefore, the client only needs a web browser to develop and test his application.

The Adessowiki platform is composed of two separated web servers: the wiki server and the media server.
The main components of the Adessowiki are the wiki itself, the wiki markup language, reST, and the execution
module, XSandbox, responsible for the execution of code fragments in a controlled environment. The sandbox
is connected to the media server, in such a way that the media created by the code execution are made visible
in the web by the server.11

Adessowiki is an evolution of a sequence of projects aiming to develop scientific software (Adesso, conceived
between 1998 and 2002; Adessoweb, a distributed environment to operate Adesso). It was originally conceived as
an educational and research environment14 within the Image Processing field. During the following years it was
extensively used for teaching Image Processing courses and was also explored as a scientific writing tool, since
it carries simultaneously documentation, programming code and results of its execution. Several papers,15–18

dissertations19 and chapter books20,21 have been written in Adessowiki, that turned out to be a successful
platform for writing executable papers.18

After years collecting experiences and feedback from the scientific community and improving the platform,
Adessowiki is now being tested as a new paradigm to host collaborative research projects within the medical
imaging computing field. The multidisciplinary aspects of medical computing research projects are naturally
addressed in such an environment, where the computer specialist writes the code and puts together the pipeline
and the client (usually the medical specialist) has access to the pipeline through a web browser, without any
installation or configuration by the client. The data is stored in the server and is also accessible by the research
team through the browser.

2.2 Toolboxes (reusable code)

By using the Adessowiki, a kind of wikipedia of algorithms was built, containing solutions to classical problems.
For each algorithm there is a page containing: a description of the problem, a description of the algorithm,
their proof for correctness and other text of theoretical content; the corresponding code (mostly in Python and
NumPy,22 some in C/C++), and examples of input and output. The implemented algorithms are grouped in
toolboxes, such as: Image Processing toolbox; Image Processing through Mathematical Morphology toolbox;
Texture attributes extraction toolbox; among others. In addition to the developed toolboxes, Adessowiki is
also integrated to third-party libraries and tools, such as: FSL,23 Scikit-learn,24 FreeSurfer,25 among others.
Such integration allows one to run third-party software from within the Adessowiki environment by using the
subprocess module from Python.

2.3 Specific applications

Adessowiki, together with its toolboxes, offer an appropriate environment for each individual Medical Imaging
Research project. The access to this environment is controlled through an username and password. The dataset
is accessible “within a click”. Editing and processing takes place in the cloud through a web browser and all the
tools are integrated in Adessowiki. After running the processing pipeline, all pre-processing data, intermediate
results, parameters and techniques are accessible through automatically generated web-pages. All the history
of every single processing step, even manual interventions, is kept. Once an application is developed, it can be
used immediately as the programming code is stored in Adessowiki without the need of further installations or
configurations.
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3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Up to now three different research projects are being tested within the Adessowiki platform: 1) DTI-based
segmentation and parcellation of the corpus callosum; 2) Segmentation of brain subcortical structures and cortical
thickness analysis on Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) patients; 3) Etiology-based classification of brain
white matter lesions.

3.1 DTI-based segmentation and parcellation of the corpus callosum

An application prototype for segmenting and parcellating the corpus callosum (CC) on diffusion MRI was built
and is being tested. The implemented pipeline performs: diffusion tensor imaging pre-processing, automatic
midsagittal slice detection, automatic corpus callosum segmentation and parcellation and finally, computation
of diffusion properties within each CC region.

Diffusion tensor pre-processing steps (eddy-current correction and tensor estimation) were performed by
FSL,23 using the subprocess Python module within the Adessowiki environment. Both automatic methods for
midsagittal slice selection and CC segmentation were proposed by our group26 and implemented in Python/NumPy.
The corpus callosum parcellation was also implemented by our group using Python/NumPy, based on the method
proposed by Hofer and Frahm.27 Other parcellation method were also implemented, for comparison purposes.28

The pipeline results are the FA mean value for each parcel of the corpus callosum, as well as the FA mean
value for the structure as a whole. These values are computed for each subject in the study (dataset) and
can be downloaded as a consolidated spreadsheet or can be inspected individually, in web pages containing all
intermediate results (Fig. 1).

3.2 Segmentation of brain subcortical structures and cortical thickness analysis on
Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) patients

An application was tested in the Adessowiki environment to allow the segmentation of brain subcortical struc-
tures and cortical thickness analysis. The implemented pipeline performs: image pre-processing, automatic
segmentation of subcortical structures and automatic cortical thickness estimation.

All steps in this application are being performed by Freesurfer,25 that was incorporated to the Adessowiki
platform in order to organize the dataset and allow the inspection of each individual step of the pipeline. Since
processing of each subject takes hours and, as consequence, studies comprising large datasets can take weeks to
be performed, a list of the data and the pending processing steps is generated for follow up. Also, all intermediate
results for each data in the dataset are stored in the server and some of them are incorporated in a report that
can be inspected anytime through a web browser (Fig. 2).

3.3 Etiology-based classification of brain white matter lesions

Another developed application within the Adessowiki platform classifies brain white matter lesions according
to their etiology through texture descriptors extracted from T2-weighted MRI. The pipeline comprises: texture
attributes extraction from manually selected ROIs, automatic attribute selection, and lesion classification. K-fold
cross-validation (K=10) is performed to assess the classifier accuracy through randomly sampled partitions of
data.

Texture attributes extraction were implemented by our group in adessowiki using Python/Numpy and are
part of the texture attributes extraction toolbox: first order statistics based on the histogram and gradient and
second-order statistics based on the gray-level co-occurrence matrix and run-length matrix.

The methods to accomplish the attribute selection step (decision tree and principal component analysis), and
the classification step (linear component analysis, support vector machine, optimum path-forest and k-nearest
neighbors) were performed using the scikits-learn library.24

The pipeline results are the confusion matrix and accuracy rates for each classifier. Adessowiki generates a
report for the whole dataset, showing only the results in a web page, and hiding the code that has been executed
in the server. However, it is possible to check the code of the pipeline by clicking in the “plus” sign in the top
right of the result box (Fig. 3).
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Figure 1. Example of one individual report (one single subject) obtained from the pipeline for segmenting and parcellating
the corpus callosum
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Left- Hippocampus 4984.0
Left -Amygdala 1920.0
CSF 1127.0

Figure 2. Checking the progress of the pipeline. Left: dataset list and pending processing steps; right: segmentation results
for patient 001, including generated images from intermediate steps (skull stripping) and table of volumes computed from
segmented structures (partial list)
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Figure 3. Pipeline of the etiology-based classification of brain white matter lesions developed in Adessowiki. Left: pipeline
description and results visualization; right: by clicking in the ”plus” sign on the top right of the result box, the implemented
hidden code is shown and can be inspected
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The Adessowiki environment combines the collaborative and flexible nature of a wikipedia and the central-
ized processing in an execution sandbox, which allows sharing of specialized hardware resources. Because it is
accessible through Internet, it does not require any configuration and installation.

Application prototypes were built on Adessowiki: the first one for the corpus callosum characterization based
on the analysis and processing of diffusion images; the second one for subcortical segmentation and cortical
thickness analysis of Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) patients and the third one for brain white matter
lesions classification based on texture attributes from T2 images. The developed applications are being tested
in datasets composed of MR images from control and patients, as part of clinical studies.

Other applications can be considered to be developed in Adessowiki. In fact its open-source concept allows
anyone (with given access) to customize the reports and inspect every and single result generated by the pipeline.
New pipelines can be built by a modular approach, using the toolboxes and the existing pipelines as building
blocks.

The proposed platform addresses most problems inherent to traditional medical image processing tools.
Everything is kept in the same environment: raw data, hardware, source programs, compilers, executables and
results. Therefore, it eliminates the need for installation and configuration by the client (user) and hardware can
be in the cloud. It is also less dependent on setting standard procedures and minimizes manual procedures and
interventions.

Once the data is processed, the history of every single processing step, even manual interventions is recorded.
Final and intermediate results are accessible and displayed through a set of automatically generated web pages
(customized reports). Software developers and clinical scientists work in the same platform, facilitating interac-
tion between both groups. It is easier to release new versions and updates as the programs are in a single place.
Errors can be monitored automatically.
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